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The government never intended (t_w really investigate the assassination 

of President John F. KenAedy and it never did. 

It never intend :d to tell us whet really hap; ened and it didn't. 

It never at any time sought the fact of this frightful crime, properly 

called that of the century, searched for the available evidence ads& followed each 

clue to the truth, regerdles of the consequences. 

There never we s any le t- the -c hips-fell-where-they-may inquiry . 

Indeed, there never was whet reasonable men can call an inquiry, a decent 

pretense even of an investigation. 

From the very first moment there was at best whet I called a "whitewash", 

nothing better, end that-so thin it was transparent. So overwhelming‘ is this-4a, 
.1„ 

so total4, so ,invaryinai in detail, that now that 1  have published more than a 

half million words of my own "Report On The Warren Report", there has not been a 

single substantiated allegation of error against ue, not a single one that has been 

made to my face)and none supported by any evidence, official or otherwise. 

This is end can be true only because that evidence the government did not 

ri 
succeed in avoidingV even after it was twisted, misrepresented, lied about, altered, 

in too many cases mutilated or destroyediis so complete/1 opposite to its official 

representation,..we-ener-th-s—upp-o-si t—Tral siiid-to,-me.eu.,. and cannot be and 

was not improved by the menitfactures that edcompanied all of this. 

Had there been a deliberate conspiracy to achive this, it could have 

succeeded little better. Had all the eminences of the Commission and their staff 

and the federal personnel assigned them sat down andpinttedjas in the days of the 

councils of kings to deliberately` fake their work, the result could have no better ) 

served the end of a conscious conspiracy then the Rep-rt thatAissued after ten 

metths of what we have been deceived into believing was a thorough, impartial 

search for the truth. 

Had there, in fact, been this kind of conscious conspiracy, it is doubtful 
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succeeded, 
if it could have been pulled off as well as what really kappexxx when the 

b 	ce reLt 7 
vest beettrmereey started pulling itself out of the enormous shock of the 

tragedy to find i tale without, apparently, without ever realizing it) 
2 	 in 
already boxed it, its pretrogetives alooimi,y largely pre-empted by the federal 

9  
police, then s&mowdey, whether or not deliberately, engaged in a monstrous, 

ell-encompasing coverup. 

Even then, bed there not been this Commission of eminences, carefully 
ee vie 

selected to have a respected representative of most political camps - all save 

that of the murdered President,* which was without representation - end a sycophantic, 

compatescant press easily seduced or self-seducing, #his whitewash could not have 
Le 

stank. 

The formula was simple and straightforward, as I set forth in the 

introduction of my first book on this subject: "Ehe members of the Commission 

were too busy with tasks they could not delegate'te, really conduct their own 

investigation. This they left to their staff, having no other choice; and their 
CArevv"'"Y!2:12-40)  

staff, by theft. own choice, was of investigators whose obligations lay elsewhere. 

Thus, we had the FBI end the Secret Service investigating themselves, for it was 

while they were responsible for keeping the President from harm that he was killed. 

Together, they covered up the involvement of the CIA. 
• 

The obfious flews were venE:e red .*Perr with semantics composed by the lawyers, 

who were equal to every departure from and denial of the requirements of their 

profession and the Lew, then polished bywiticx the willing press. 

Thus it was tha lbws were ensured officially, Ds clandestinely but blatantly 

we all along had beemiunofficiallye  that Lee Harvey Oswald was a lone and unassisted 

eseeseinbenly later, when I ens then the authors of those books that followed Alined 

proved otherwise)thst this, really, is not what the jommiesion ordained, foer- else- 

1  where, ready for convenient invocation, was weasel language 	:Felon 
It p W 	v% " 	 ,71 *44 trp (f7,1_ lv :1It, 

could not prove-bevend-aeubt tha t t there JAmme-  no conspireCJI eiovelPlev 	14;e AliimeXV 
0' 	' 

This commission never considered -never considered the possibility of- 
	 -- 

9-0-2./ 
a conspiracy with Oswald not its assassin. '1;his Wprobebly the least-secret 
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secret of any secret proceeding in all of history. 't wes lustily leaked in 

every conceivable form throughout the ten months of the ripening whitewash. 

It was banner-smeared actross the front pages, on the television-ft-be:I:tend 

was endlessly dinned from loudspeakers and transistor earphones. 
------- 

So the unacceptablei1onclusionskji.re-ordeine4.-the conclusions that 

in were buil tin and could not be substaitthated by solid evidences-were made 

acceptable:first by an enormcus propaganda campaign and then by uncritical 

tie iYAY 	 7".11( 

acceptance of a mass of verbiage that could not survive analysis. 4,1-Si4ply 

was not analyzed by the press, which instead gloried in the fictions, suppositions 

and theories that were substituted for fact and touted them as though they ei 

were the given word. 
cm 

Not to'bel/ieve what could not be believed was somehow equated with a 
clearly 

new kind of subversion. Those Who saw the Emperor's nakedness were called blind. 

Thus e popular young President who had announced policies unwelcome to 

the most powerful vested intereeteirend o determination to reform and control 
_■ 

those forces of government :bet had been without control/notably the CIA, which 

had ringed his nose and jerked him by the tender tissuesVcould be murdered/ end, 

as though the nuclear age of the 1960a were a returned medievalism, consigned to 

history with this dubious epitaph of a fake inquest. 

Once the awful reality can be conceived (once the mind is aware and the 

stomach settled to the sickening tr::th and the Com ission's report and evidence 

are examined with uncorrupted ressonYthere remains no question; for, save the 

conclusion that the President is dead, having been murdered, which required no 

Comeission of eminences for its certification, there is no conclusion that is 

supported by that evidence end almost without exception ;each is by that same meeni") 

destroyed. 

If the Commission,proved anything, it is that Oswald killed no one- 
D4041  

not the President :nd not ofL'icer J.D. Tippit. 't sieply says otherwise and 
s't 

demands belief. If it established anything about conspiracy, it is that there 

had to have been one to murder the President; for his murder underthe conditions 
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it stipulated was impossible for any 	man, more,than for most)for the 
i4(.111V" 

also-murdered accused/."Every effort to prove otherwise esattaished this 
GLA10.: 

more irrefutably. It was openly misrepresented, lied about. qtr time 

reconstructions prove* Oswald could have been at the scene of wither /rime, the 

eeport says the opposite_ 	in one case by falsehood, the other by 

avoidance 44-40C- avoidance so open that, like the purloined Letter of Foe's 

tale4t it was unseen because it was unhiddaa.. 

That this could happen- did happen - in the most adirenced society 

civilization has attained, is 	disturbing commentary on that society. The is 

is wihout remedy when every available indication, such as the repeated polls, 

shows most of the people do not believe the official diciet and want remedy, 

says the society is not truly democratic, that government is not responsive to and 

does not meet the demands and desires of the governed. 

That it can continue without remedy is possible only because the 

press has abdicated its responsibilities and converted itself into en agency of 

government, assailing those whq having sought the truth, declare it. Were the 

press under actual government control, the harm would be less, for this would be 

known and allowed for by irecitizensleraif-Hgetxi-X-sxwerzis in evaluating its message. 

lhatiOit is not an official press but acts as one is subversive in 	democratic 

society, for we expect the presu to be the watchdog over government, not its 

bedmate. 

r 
Goebels never plotted a cempsign more Carefully than out governmea7, did 

in telling us this 6ormous lie; nor did he ever repeat tt more often, sekings, 

atm aceptenae by ids enormity and endless repetition. FirstOthere was the 900 

pages of the l'eport,44-4adre for\'-digestion. Then, the "eport accepted beeauseit 

could not be digested and because the prese forced it down, there were the estimated 

10,000,000 words of the official evidence,ikin 26 large and expensive volumes, herd 

to come by, herder to follow; en organized chaos that ddfied comprehension by 

its disorganization, diffusion, obfuscations End sheer enormity. This "eport and 
cAt 

its alleged bacifstopptng endle literary quicksand in which the unwary is soon 

/-„.; „, 	 • elthoughs 



engulfed unless he veteler takeSthe countless thKsends of hours required for its 
safe exploration. 

Beyond all of this iee the files of the Commission, stored in the 

Aational exchives, Mich has but housekeeping responsibilities)  controlled by 
the orders of others. It is not possible to say what is there superessed, nor 
how much by volume or significance. A tremendelous amount( by total and by proportion/ 
of the estimated 300 cubic feet of files - 	that is an ale-1 lot og paper- is 
still denied researchers, most of it by the peremptory order of the head of the 
FBI, upon whom there is no check end who, by his exercise of the raw power he 

wields, preclOdes checking. If J. Edger Rower says a file must be secret, it is 
secret, end there is none to challenge him, none who can. He is beyond question or 
questioning, lice a god of his own creation. That he has exercised his power injudi-
ciously is also Ndthout question. The problem is elerely to have the question hfard. 

For example, most cf the data - which means onky that data the FBI did 
not avoid collecting and then whet it chose to let the Jommission have oc what 
it did not avoid - andethe late David 	Berrie, a central figure in the 
story of Oswald In New Orleans and the investigation by eew Orleans District ere 	e 

Attorney Jim Garrison, i, still suppressed. The official word is less unpleasen 0A-Hp}- 
1.4a47 this can be done only for certain specified reasons: protection of the innocent, 
the "national sectrity", and hiding the et es of sources of information (read 
Hoover's stoolpiflgeona). No retienel concept of "national security" is here involved. hiding) 

-Pend 	 ee -Pend it may be that to ijoiTnTairilis stoolies amore importent thabethe truth of the 
assassination. 

00ovtr 
But how can 	Justify the total absence from the available data in the 

archive l the feet th4t et the time of tie aseeseinetion, in eew Orleans and in data efi'vfee- 
inp4A attendance on tia64-court, this same eievid 	Ferrie was in the cow any 

hcs 
of agents of 	FBI7 

Is this"prttectinE the inoocent"A Ferlie is dead bertreWuld public associa-
tion with eBI agents matte neve contaminated that dangerous psyiopeth or denied him 

his righta2 is it only from stoolpiOgeons that Fereie's public association with 
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agents of the FBI could 

large file on him-0441.41- 
Le 

unavoidable beoweae Jim 

be known,  IThey didn't report as it, weeek- they have a 

they"investigeted" him ie ra.tx only when- it was made 

Gaveison arrested him incon_ection with the aesessinati9 

Ceallovember 25, 1.963+ Can any . save Epover's awn special, perhaps personal, 	• 

	

' 	c'n' t 	 1,414.!/411.-:ei  (.4-1‘71- etefee.e. "eteeenelef-e %Os ke 4e, 

concepts of "national security"(here be involved: 1-0114/1ereieQIYWLei 	r0/0 11+1 FP/b/ 

This is raw suppression, made possible by the unrestrained exercise of 

raw power. It is the opposite of proper functioning of government in a democratic 

society. It certainly 1.„..not free and honest investigation of the murder of a President.  

Whet we today cannot and/ do not knthw is whether the members of the Conarnissi on over 

'mew tee_teing about Ferrie, his coneections, activities, arrest - end his relations 

with the FBI, to whom the investigation of him waf. entrusted. Ale do not- indeed, 

we cannot - knew whether the suppressed files disclose that the day of the 

assassination Ferrie was with the FBI, in L4rw Orleans, end not the alleged 

"get-away pilot" the federal investigative reports not suppressed falsely say 

iheAft// 
Garrison suspected al a of being:„.7  awel:' ay this ne_t. from whet Garrison told the FBI 

(of which there is not a whisper in any oilt:e not-suppressed documents) but 
t hereee/Aver 

bedeuse this same David 	Ferrie took over direction of the so-celled 
ee til4eifrel-froileireeke,b(117 

investieetion of him. and 48, knowing it to he untrue, made it the charge 
A 

against him'. 

'his, of course, is one way to investigate the murder of a President, the 
_ 

way the murder of this President was"investigetedi; It is, unfortunately, typical 

of all of the investigation, one of the consequences of the 2BI end Secret Service 

"investigating" themselves. All of the investigation was in this spirit. 

Had the s'4 ff work, the performance of the Commission's lawyers, who 'fere 

Ve_tA. 	
) 

i  
its eyes 

_w 
 tid-trind) been of minimum competence and integrity, there still could have 

been an ac.eptable official investigation of the as..zaseinationo  -+c-r
^ 
 the lawyers could 

have ordered the FBI to get on the ball end, failing this, could have demanded of the 

Commission that it hire, direct end control its own investigators, beholden to no 

one else, as it was erapow red to do. The sad truth is that the lawyers performed 

like the FBI, never seeking- feet, never going out end looking for evidence. They 
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are the ones who mixed end spread the whitewash. They were in accord with the 

FBI, wanted whet the FBI wanted, accepting whet the FBI did. Wesley Liebeler, the 

same man who leaked confidential materiel to Edward J. Epstein and thus emerged 

ke- heroic in Epstein's bonk, which became Liebeler's eyhicle for 	self- 

justification, Was sent by the Commission to "ew Orleans.' Wesley Liebeler did ee   

 

 
  

not call David Ferrie as a witness, did not take testimony from him -and he 

did know* about him. 

So, whet the FBI did was possible only because Liebeler end the other 

lawyers allowed it, 12 a more serious charge is amt warranted, is this not in 

itself too much Whet Liebeler and the other lawyers did they could do, and Jiat 

teey did not do they could gat sway with not doing, only because the chief of the 

stef., 'eneral Counsel J. Lee Rankin, permitted or wanted these things. Rankin's 

competence cannot be doubted. He is coproretion counsel of the City of New York. 
This alone, 

eie had been Solicitor General of the United States raillin-because of the intimacy 

he then had witht-be--de-partmenreexefeaumtiege-Fthe FBI, which investigated all the 

cases he handled, should have been enough to disqualify him in any investigation 

of impartial original intent. Rankin's own record of suppressing evidence, avoiding 

it, and guaranteeing its destruction, is amply set forth in PHOTOGRAPHIC WHITEWASH: 

SUP RESSED KENNEDY ASSASSINATION PICTURES. In that book, over his own name, appear 

C/2.Y-r/ 
'the until-then sup:lee-eased documents proving that Rankin sew to it -het there would 

not be and never could be a complel: photographic record of the assassination, that 

inee;the Commission would aet,\have Gresee
Ngk 

the record that did exist, end that the 

essential pictures would never be in nx archive, wileatheee-=Orineestigatiee or historsw 

Rankin was really the boss. The buck stopped with him. 

In all four of the booksl published before this one, 1 declared end in 
its / 

various ways proved that the Comeission began with tkeleconclusions end insteadof 

investigating to learn the truth, sought 14w-teed to made these conclusions seem 

as credible as possible. Recently, in my combine of /kr its files, 1  have come into 

possession of a simple, basic document that, I believe, should for a/ time end 

any doubt of this basic truth honorable men tttre unwilline to believe it may 
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sttla have. 

That document is the Oorneission's "file clessification". 

It is an editorial classification, not a f=actual ere, not en 

:investigative one. l , s files - the very beginning, the essence of the 
end direction 

orknizetion/of its work - were built around the conclusion of Oswald's 

singular guilt: Before the Commission did anything - before it locked, asked 
12eler 

or alien thought - it had decided Oswald aIsoewas guilty. 

For the encarmous acciaulation of 300 cubic feet oi papers - and 

countless millions of words can be ins single cubic foot - this classification, 

at its eaximum, required very litrle apace. It is double-spaced, on 22 sheets of 

paper most of which are half or more blank: One that shiuld have been vital, 

would have been except for the determination to prevent it, is entitled "Maps, 

Photos and Press C liprings (MP). It has but a single subdivision, "Film}} " . 

	

A2-0 	 11J-ck, , 
Here we see the Comeission's thinking: tel. pictures of the essessinntion'it 

filed with its end/or Osweld 's end ruby's Ypress! 

The Commission says it invtestigated to see if there bad bean 	conspiracy. 

It did this without a file on "conspiracy": 

It pretends it investigated to learn :ihat happened, not validate the 

fairy tale originated by the Dallas police: that Oswald, the alienated pro-

Comnunist,was the lone killer. But it has no file of oirfor its investigations 

of this character and it made non . Instead ,under "Investiblation end Evidence (INV),
0 

j  d,w :vs/ en,- 	4' al  v4`4, -.6 	 u 	(s( 
where there are 29 beet-kdiawns, Arrelate to Lee Harvey usweldtia-eg-sInas_ons_to 

_ . 	• 

"other suspects", on which i4s)Report sdem is barren. This file also has no 

"conspiracy" breakdown. 

The files, the organization of which represent the very beginning of the 

Commission's work, reflect that before that begineine there had been a determination 

of the conclusion that was to have come only at the and, only following both inveeti 

getion end deliberation. 

This document is eorth close study. To that end, 1 print it here, without 

change or alteration sad; the elimanation of the =adz blank paper. 
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The cover page says the "file classification" was itlikkrt,e,of
 the eommission... 

am3-'11s._ compiled by the National -rchives and Record S
ervice in Lay 1964. A 

handwritten notation of August 10, 1967, bearing the init
ials of Marion 	Johnson, 

who supervises the archive, reeds "suptlementary informat
ion added." 

This includes the identification of a "ice" file, of "Key 
Persons". There 

were alphabetical files on those so considered, including; 
the 552 ca-galdeTed7as-

"witnesses". Only these are listed in the "file classific
ation": Governor Connally, 

President and 	Kennedy, Lee and Marina Oswald, the
 Paines, Jack Ruby end 

J.D. Tip,it. 	
/ 

,..a 

That even the details of the invcetigation were concluded
 before the 

investigation began is evident in the "Kennedy, John F. "
 breadown. This began 

with five parts, two subdivided: 

l' Trip to Texas (Planning end Initial m=ovements) 

Z Motorcade 
31  Shots 

3-1 First 
3-2 Second 

	

363 Third 	 ib,emorial 

• 4 Assassinationl,(Include injuries, treatment at P
arkland/hospital, Death) 

4-1 Autopsy 
5 Return of Remains to Washington4 

The fierce determination to conclude that ther were thre
e shots is 

evidenced by more than the establishment of a file that s
ays this and nothing 

else. The third pert of this file, which spe4 ies three 
shots, no more and no 

fewer, was reorganized. The numbers "3-1,3-2,3-5" and the
 words after them, 

"First, Second, Third", ha v,, been crossed out. They 
are replaced by this notation: 

"All materiel relating to shots in files under ',Shots'.
" 

Fran this there is no doubt that the Oammision did not co
nduct an 

1/  

	

11/4-461-414 	
(7) 

investigation to 	rtl/how many Shots were fired, ess
ential tfany 

41  
conclusions,

1) 
 to prove that three shots and only three shots had bee

n fired. 
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Analysis of the Report, es I showlkin WEITEWASH, establishes that by 

volume mmAx it is mostly a biography - end a questionable one - of Lee Harvey 

Oswald. The file classification iu4ccnsistent with this. There re four sepetete 

filesimeaktaw established on him, each-further subdivided, emit the first three 

with interEsting and revealing editorial reflections, by title and content. 

T 	are "Oswald, Lee i3. -Pre-Russian Period", "Russian Period" end 

"Flst Russian Period" (the fourth is "Murder -c'y Ruby"). So there is nothing in 

this truly enormous accuImmetion that is not organized around Russia and tta 
_ • 

concept of Oswald-and-e-Ruseien connection end -tlwe,  assesination end-a-Russian, 

con. action. All of Oswald a life before he went to the Soviet Onion, is lumped 
0 

as "pre-Russian", all of it after he "defected" from this "defection" es "post-

Russian". This tae the way the Commission thought, the way it worked, she pre-

conceptions ith which it unuertoolt its assignment. It is not impartiality, not 

a lack of bias, certainly not politically nettrel. 

It also is not accurate. It is propaganda, and it is a conditioning of the 

staff mind. tAX *ith this prejudice in advance of tia .  "investigatinn",there is 

the deceiXt and further prejudice continued during it. For example, there is no 

files to show °wield's bitter and intense anti-Soviet attitude*, speeches end 
C 2V' I 	 riatf / 	' 

writings. The orglaizatAon and identification of the file is-4.a4to tell a lie, 
A 

that Oswald was and remained pro-Soviet, whereas the opposite is abundantly' 

irmnr„ true, beyond any question. In its ql_eport, to the degree it could, the 

Commission avoided this by referring to Oswald's alleged "dedication to Communism 
"defection]{/ 

end Larxism" end, despite his doXeeiNime* to the USSR, n ver once referring to any 

"dedication to the Soviet union". it could not, for he hated that country with 

bottomless passion. 

Oswald's "Pre-Russian Period" file had ten parts. five are of &peciel 

note. Identified as "5" and "41" are "finances" and "Income Tax". The ,-;omni.lsion 

could not make Caweld's finances, us it represents taem in the "eport, woe!: out 
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the way ti said they did. .1-t did not account for all the expenditures it 

knew ee made and it attributed to him funds it could not prove he hid (see 
for  y number of reasons, but especially 

e1lITE74eE,.e-seeee4e- 	140-1). Thi. was essential/iteeerti-e-r to make it seem 

that Oswald had no help in getting to the .'oviet Union. iikThe Commission had 

a special, separate file on his income tax. Yet with these documents in its 

possession, and with the abundant e_videneae  of his connections with the United 
D.veree,e0. 
Stetee Aand possession of unaccounted-for fundsVwith the charge* made that he 

had, in fact, been connected with U.S. intelligence activities; it failed to 

print his income taxes. Its use of offset printing to reproduce documents in 

feesimile and the dreadful collection of tesah end trivia that it did priht 
A:ler/tit-ea ivr 	 —• 

W 'A 	 in those 10,000,ee0 oordbseed it-T.tenure to print hi-e4seeoiewee• does not 

lead to the belief they support the Corn iission's representations. !: 
Three partseszo 6, 6-1 end 5-2 are "Military Service", divided further 

into "UndesirVable Discharge" and VCeurt leartial". The simple truth is that 

Oswald's discharge from the Marines was not "undesireiable" but for "hardship" 
said to have been 

and was honorable, even if at the time of this ar;c-Fiarge7so he coule care for 

his destitute mother);  he was also equipped with a certification that enabled him 

'immediately to leave the country )(WHITEWASH 124). This placed him in the inactive 

reserve, and it ie 	that, not active service, thet a  leaege 	in en ex perte 

proceeding -thet,laied nothing to do with eis militery service, Qseet he was given 

en undesireeble separation. This file classification is prope&ande reflected in 

the Report, not an unbiased organization of fact. 

His "Russian P,riod", as reflected in the file classification, like.,ise 

is interestine because of the evidence it gives of the Commission's determinations 

and conclusions before it investiakted. If one may have expected a file on his 

relations 	ye, with the Soviet goyerrunent, it is not There. Lieewise, there is 
6.1')  

no file on his relations with his own' government .-seeleAsugria (there is a file 
b .-1/ 

called "Defection to Rusi:ie","he was careful never to r4ounce his U.S. citizen- 

ship) although there was a great mass of materiel on  this. Witch ebe. existin-i; 
'8N:attt jlmlt,•C CAM-11.14 A ..nil tu euestionSof Osweld's intelligence connections: 	e-c,f-tbee-be-ginnine-ofiethe 
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Commiee7ien and the fact of it beyond question during Taira its existence, even if 

neglected in the investigation en, denied without proof in the Report, the 

absence of the appropriate file classifications is no comfort to those who suspect 

Oswald had a Russian connection end no reassurance to those who know he had with 

with the U.S.&-4gainis a sign of the Commission's propaganda rather than 

fact-finding function and performance. 

There ere 14 sub-classifications under Osweld's "Pest -Russian Period-1e ee 

.kma hts life all of.W.haoll is oriented in these files around "Russia" and nothing 

else, not even the assassination with which he was charged.a, there is 

more then passing interest in the structure alone, again conclusions end dishonesty, 

p4;pagenda in the names alone. 

Five of these 14 parts sem begin with "2", which has the gnneral heading, 

"Political And Subversive Activities". Oswald engaged in neither in the United 

States after his return frol the USSR, unless talk is deemed activity and his 

distribution of literature under a fake identification is considered "political" 

rather then intelligence activity. He invated a non-existent "New Orleans Chapter 
1/ 

of the Fair Play For Cube Committee" and distribute he  locally-manufactured 

/Ala 
literature that had no connection idth the national organization es part of the. 

establishment of an intelligence "cover" as detailed in Oswald XI In New Orleans". 

The four additional headings are "Comnunist Party","Youngcoamunist League", 

Fair Play F-r Cuba Committee" and "Socialist Workers Party". NOW, there is mutual 

exclusiveness in "Comluniat Party" and "Socialist ':;orkersX Party" as part tif 

Oswald "Polittbel Political -ctivities". ,Isideefeoq thee_feet-thet investigation 

aisclosed that he bed engaged in no political activities of these natures end 

Was unknown to those familiar with them despitz The FBI's diligent and hopeful search 

for evidence of this kind) Wiese two p rtiee detest each other. Vs could not be 

part of the poll ical activity of both or in political sympathy with both. Accompa-

nying this le: the absence of a file for his relations eith the Socialist Party, 

which was as justifiable as any ocher, for he also wrote that eerty uns-licited 

letters. itiet ie termed Oswald's "Policitcal „ectivites" might better beve been 



aut-psy, that of the accused assassin, and the thing plemed off as en eutensy of 
h e st 

1 	 the President. So that this can be seen ana understood, I print the Oswald eutorey., 

which it was preformed, the fact 1. het it was immediately circulated, and the total 

lack of any reasonable question about it, ali sue—whic-beerra: in the sharpest contrast 

with that dubious, imprecise, entirely nscientific and incomplete farce of an 

T 	4. 
autopsy that was th Presidents. t dared not allots this comparison between a reel 

e--  000gi'" 
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detgnated whet is to ally missing from the organization and terminology of the 

file classifidatioh, "Intelligence Activities' for tor This "activities" were nct 

political and were intelligence, eiiik.444).-liveirlietetewsil consistent 

with those of en agent provocateureeed—nytiti.vie--e-lee. 

The use of the word "Subversive" cannot be justified on any ground. 
_J9 

Oswald woe never charged 	.fiefs by anyone his name is on no subversive 
r 

lists, dubious as t.ey are. :loin, we have the .rim determination:Ito ec2omplish 
fact or.) 

with bias, prejudice end propaganda whet could not belbyrevidence. 

The Comais_ion pretended it conducted an investigation to see if 
ce 

dwole-Huby's murder of Oswald was part of iconspirec,. There are four listings under 

"Oswald, Lee ii., - :.:Order By zluby". None is of "conspiracy In, " Help Tlith", or anything 

at all like that. indeed, there never was any real investigation of any kind of a 

conspiracy, although an investigation of this one was falsely alleged. There is 

not even a breakdown for the inclusion of those many evidences of police cemplicity 
I.)44enieLf,/ 

le 1.1n— 	murder, certainly in making it poesible end permitting huby free gamma 
Rhi% rut/ 

access to the building when: AR wa enown woe known not to have been entitled to aq#1447. 
41a0( Ijit r?'■ 	 e.. --4-t, 

i4(--aireralist-amarily to teavel ermed.The four parts of this section of th.L,  files are 

"Transfer to ,ounty Jail";;.Lurder","kmains", and, subordinate to that "Autopsy". 
AL/ 

The jomeiesion had this Oswald autopsy. 't did not print it. is ,a1V obvious 

r- .eson,s 'the speed with which it we completed, Lhe scientific precision with 

e,.:A11,11117ur 

k"N 	
The VA 11 subdivisions of the files on Lerina Oswald are leceing in 

three things that woucl have teen essential in any court proceeding (some 04 

irtalia.kr may be under different designations in these files) 
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and should hsve been major considerations in any impartial. investigation. 

These are a study of the pripreity of he: being a witness against he husband, 

especially the major witness, even if she was a witness to nothing coneected pith 

the crime of which he was accused;/her relationship with governments, that of the 

US.S.R, of which there is no evidence but which should have been established one 

way or the other, and that-w& the United States, of which there is no question; 
cim,( .C.2,;(1*c_ Clluk 	r74,;(/1st,1  

9  for Lt_both--threatened end' bribed hes, the first beceusr —she was subject to 

in ediete and automatic deportation, which she aid not want, and the second' wkicia 

wataxmedwiciwarztealawrxtrzsathxzvezifx2inalsxz mekine her indepenckntly wealthy. 
also 

( See /WHITE-,'ASH, "The Osweld.11; Government Itelations"; WHITEWASH II, "Scheherezede",) 

The facts of the threats and the, rewards disquali4 her as a witness end indict the 

Commission that 	 n the fact of the clear Constitutional 

proalibition, nonetheless called her as its mein witness end creaited her. 

1Tr to 13 
Far reasons not ie,ediately apparel:a, Ruby's "Activities November 22-24" 

which certainly includes his mrder of Oswald, is not classified as part of ters 
411e' the file on Ns his committing -et the murder but linth ;Brsonal files on his; if 

which it is the fi .st division, with three subdiveions. The Commission is con- 

\ sistentilhere is no indication of a file for its investigation of sag possible 	F 

conspiratorial involvements. 

Sinplification reached its 	pi:.nacle in the "Tippit, J.D."/ile, instruc- 

tions for which read "rile here 11 material pertaininE to all aspects of the 

muctder of Officer Tippit". The Commission meent this, for its instrqctions covering 

the files under "Investigation and Evidence" read, "Mile here all material; 

concerning its investigations end pertainin: to Lee Harvey Oswald ens other 
(.4) 

suspectes acEpr material pertaieine: to the murchr of Officer Tipnit". Here there 

is refeeence to the "Tippit, J.D." file. The Tippit files have three parts, "Shooting", 

"Witnesses" end "autopsy". In prectise, this meant two only, foe the Commission totally 
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sUeoressed this oudpay end all mentien of it. The report is so barren on this that i 

it lacks---evemeetekke official certifieetion of Rxi Tippittreardex death, tidying 

no refernce to the autopsy iteelf
) 
 or-O.:medical or even ambulance-crew reports of it. 
 

Hare end elsewhere in the files there are copies of the suppressed Tipnit autopsy. 

t
r.,:  

In the appendix I print the essential parts of it as with Oswaldle,e414N1 suppressed, 

with millions of words, .e -ef thousands of pa 1  slTerr-beTh;  .:ct.-  4„1.!--4..„2., If  
4 

If there were any other possibilities, such as "other suspects" or 

"conspiratorial aspects", anything aside from what may logically be encompaseed 

."Shooting" and "Witnesses" the Commission's file clessificetLon does not provide 
them, 

forte as its doctrine and performance did not require them. 

"all materiel pertaining to all aspects" aside froms-,  

Consistent with the focus on Oswald 4one end no conspiracy of any kind in 
A 	0 

any pert of the assassination or adything con acted with it is the file, "Other 

Individuals And Organizations Involved Or Interviewed". It has no subdivisions, 

no subject classifications of any nature. It includes "all materiel concerning 

individuals and organizations mentioned", ,pith the added instruction, "Arranee 

atphabeticelly by name" except for "material pertaining to Key Persons". Where 

thrsre are "organizations for which files have been established, such as Fair Play 

for Cube Committee", there are to be but cross-references in this file. 
\Ihvolv,ed" 

" Government Agencies are filed separately. They are federal, stete, local 

and foriign, with"Delles"end"Jew Orleans" the only two aub-cleasifications, under 

"Local". Thus,there ere categories but not subjects, a design that disguises even 

suspicions and denies the identification of those agencies of any kind "involved" 

in the assassination, son: thing one eould have expected, if not in theOsport, where 

it does not appear, at least in the files, if they were to have had anymeenine to 

the staffendfpurpose in the operation of the Come-lesion. Ebw "involved" :as() 

remains a mystery, consistent with the entirely secret character of the 

investigation itself, all of it having been held behinu closed doors gepol. most of 

it been- in .:hat amounts to bock eooms in Belles, New 'eleena end Washington, 

with only the Commission lawyer, empowered to administer the oath and ask questions, 
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ie official stenographer, and the reluctant witness, hepry to escape attention 

L?r4r4- 
end even Peppier to be avDiding  cross-examination, ell that were present. If 

the:.e in minder abom=t why, to begin with, there was need for six categories of 

"involvement" of foreign or doemstic government agencies in the tseassination 

end its investigation, the t wonder still exists. There is nothing  on this brief file 

classification sheet, most of which is blank, to indicate the reason for it six the 

reasoning  behind it, or the fact, if any. 

In housekeeping  functions 	services rendered and asked, investiga- 
tegories 

tions conducted end correspondence7eIbone, thesext-14-3m.igazia.,Lsed required the 

further breakdowns that, if they existed, are not in the official classification. 

this ie consistent with only hiding and suppression. The records of requests to 

the FBI alone must be enormous, without doubt requiring  elaborate subdivision 

Milk for the Commission to hsveiiunctioned with any efficiency or to have known  what 
had 

it had end had not asked for and had and not gotten. It is one of the statistical 

delights of the Comr.ission end a statistic °ousted with evidence by it and its 

supporters that the FBI .conduct-d 4rme-46ela :25,00C i 	 I “1;  
3 tre, 	re-.) 	f ZS; Zr.y.) 	. 	 th4 s., 

-4144.43o@c-bic=ihe-PBI-al ne o(t-7a 67r agency 

-nail 	..140,4-44...—..4 	 Ye- • 	 • 
.-11.ealoretory studies cad. tests or photog9p9ihOe sate-ell of It and everything  else 

(litbc 
lumped ingloriously end inaccessibly under the single file designation "GA-1"? 

It is bard', cr. dible. 

For the Commission itself the classification aiiiItet 4e.r 26 categories, 
_ 

two of which were eliminated and stricken through. These are "Receipts", under 

"Supplies and Equipment", which probably is not an indication that it received 

noi eupr.lies or equipment or 1,:ept no records of them ("Receipts" under "C;orresponience 

and NMI" (includes form letters) was not eliminated), and "Progress" under 
. 	I / 	., 

"Reports (Administrative  only )", 7t1 tv ,l :C.  i (IN oi i 1 i re  .1.4 ' I., kt- I'vir /1014  L 

(three sets of files under three different designations. Under "Presidential 

Commission" there is a seemingly administrative file of 
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The second of these is "Public comments And Inquiries", disclosing 

en immediate and pe,vaps understandeb esensititrity to what might be said about 

the Commissio—net-enough, for-At is the only classification of all to have 

been expanded and the only one to bear internal indications of incompleteness or 

secretparts. It.  ;alone of the various classificationAait provide for no/ vt,Ct 

su4ivision with the number "1". This is hardly anl ancidetal error 
1i '(0.11.  1'41-  14 ACI 

in all the Commission's long and active life.2"jims, "Excerpts and 

U.S. Publicationei 3"(the dere for "Foreiei", with, inexplicably 

breakdown under that, "41 Russian". That is the way it beg that 

ended. ANel).. Why from the beginnin there should have been special 

Russian "Excerpts and Comments" and not, say,ritish, is not tmnedietely obvious. 

One would think that, especially at the very first, this government and its 

Convlission, were this QOM ission the body to keep track of s,lch things, would hav,F 

had a great and unending interest in what the press, people and governments of those 

nations allied with it thought and bad to say about the assassination and its 

official investigation. 

f- 
Subcategories o "Hate Atmosphere", 22tIlux. the relevance of which to 

this rather then an operating classification is not pperent, "Citizens File" and 

"General Correspondence Received by the "hief Justice" were added and are noted 

in hand. 

Some confusion attaches to the "Reports And Source Materiels (REP)" 

classification, because it :p-,ears not to provide for source materials and not 

to provide for some of the reports that do seem to meet the instructions, "... 

all reports identified by a Commission number...reports and related materials, 

not identified byia Commission numbs; under the other subjects listed below", 
IN 	

ti 	
r:4441,,,,ii 

) These are four, all beginning with "Commission": Final Report (and)* 	%. ( 
o 	 o ,` 
Requests for), Preliminary Report,, and Staff ileports. However, aside fron the absence 

of a proper category for any "source materials" end the further limitation o 

"Commission" before each groupin, There are other .rports that do bear Commission 

numbers, like the first FBI "Summery Report"' which is Commission No. 1 and the 

Nl 
never detected 
7 )  
CoMments in 

, but e single 

the way it 

interest in Ol t.; 



getion and en honest Report. 

Of one of the:3e I can now say little; of the other I  have already written 

in the chapter of OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS entitled "Preliminary Postscript from 
(07 	

e 
ig4N418 taaml." Pour days  before the actual esaassinationiame police 4441 	d of a 

ce!r-Z 
:eelge_eepeapeaseleettrent KennedyL'ggXeLlgI4Weame to address the Interemericen 

eee. 
Press Aseocistionejkree insisted there be no motorcedearadeihe President wee flown 

;.teeei 
to the meeting place by helicopter. Miami euthoritiee promptly informed the Secret 
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Secret Seevice Report that is Coneei sion NO. 3, among mxxg others. 

Intriguing also is the "Protection Of The President" group of files, 

code identification "PP". Of its six components, all are logical end predictable 

ti 
end, in veryine degree, represented in the Report, the eighth and last chapter of 

which is entitled, "The Protection Of The President", except these two:"e ,Reported 

Threats against President Kennedy" and "5 Other Aseessinetions sx or Attempted 

Assassinations". 

If "5" is assumed to have been historical and discounted, there remains 

the very pertinent one "Reported T heats Agaihet President Kennedy". On this the 
fairly 

"eport 	 From this it/may be inferred thet there had been no 

threats or reported threats against the ossessiested President. This, however, is 

quite false, and their suepression from thefeepert rust be regarded with unlimited 

misgivings. Two tin perticulertemst of which I knowcannot now properly be ignored 

end could not have been 0,  & omission whose purposes end responsibilities were 

Lr 
those assigned this - not if it or the government it served intended a real investi- 

Service and further discharged their responsibilities by t...he demand for the safer 

transportation of the President. he made his speech end, elthoeeh it was not 

well received by many in hie audience( whd/ae told the United SteeesiOuld not 

invade cube and if Ceetro were to be ove4rown, the Cuban people elonekld do it)
) 

he did survive it and no attempt was mode to elle him. 

Particularly because in advance of the real assassination the deteils of 

this conspiracy that the eeimi police geve the Secret Service so completely match 
r ( 

those the Llommisaion says were tom'['-the successful ettmf'pt, even to the type d' 
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h,ycLuOpi6; 
rifle, how it would be careied, end from where it would be used -eve.n-to the 

arranging of a convenient scapegoat - the leek of mention of this in the Report 

isasettf warrants deep suspicicey and distrust. The life 	this President was 

threatened, immediately before.it was snuffed out end eeectly as the government 
'Lo- 	 Sr. 

tells us it was end yet IA -makieg no nention of it? This alone Is enough to \ a cc eptieee—eA ; / A 
Trarimixxxx deny "azialmtalgthti to tte official Repert which nai' suppresses it. 

The second known threat is in time the first. It was made rot in Liami, 

where the assassination conspiracy did not succeed, but in 1051182, where it did: 
It was made before there was public announcement the t the President would go to  

Dallas! It was made by exile, anti-Castro Cubans, exactly those groups involver 

in the New urleans aspects suppressed by the Commission and/sported   in Oswald 
IN NEW ORLEANS, the subject of 'Lim Garrison's investigation. 

It was made in publics 

A tape recording of it exists. 
and / 

ft was not investigated mr reported by the Commiseion - even to discount 

it - yet it was unavoidable to the Commi lion and the investigative egencies had 
r7e.;: they really investigated. I &earned of it by following tits obvious leads and clues 

I specified in earlier writing the Commission, e?BI and Secret ee rvice avoided but 
could not properly avoid. 

15  This is not the same threat I brought to light in WHITE7ASH (153).  that the 
Goernission eretended in its geport di.i not exist because, r'jtrif.  :aa.111" , it could not have 
been made by Oswald, one of its never-ending non sequiturs it pretends are answers. 

Nor is it a 'ew ueleans threat, not f'errie's (See MS:!ALD IN NE:i ORLEANS, 
"Assassination: 'A Colloquial Expression"). 

It is a ':mown but hitherto unreported one of which Inow say no more in 
the hope of not endangering those who have the proof end can provide it and of 

not as jaokperdizing unofficial -now the only possible- of6orts to learn all that eey 
atil be learned about it. 

But the Commission, despite its silence in its Report, did know o and did 
• have a file on "Reported Threats Against President e:ennedy", 
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;eost important of all the file cies ificetione is the 29-part "INV" 

files, "Investigation and Evidence". One of its parts, 	
3-9, "was removed" 

and -L know nothing of it. The 'Jommissio,n&fine impartiality, She freedom of :And and 

1 ck of preconception, the-  untainted dedication to getting
 the truth and nothing 

,zy 	• t 	 t 	■Vsrl 	  

else, eif conductliask a real investigation of its min end not adoptio
g-the conclusions 

of otherl is illuminated by the fact that except for a singl
e one, all the-ethers  

are about and on Lee Harvey 'Jsweld as 9 lone nd unassisted asse
esint 

How much more impartial, open-minded, t 	thorough-going, unfettered, 

uncom itted end Athoutvary preconceived conclusions con a Pr
esidential 6ommiesion 

1Xe 0°,1  
be after ell, of ire- 	categoriescategories witt which, at the outset, it organized the 

files of its " Investigation And Evidence", it did owe; reser
ve one, numbered "4", 

for "other suspects".:;het difference does it make that it f
ound note; thatin its 

3.)",  
%port it reported none - not even those arrested by the polic

e andiethereefter 

officially ignored2L.32 it not enough that it provided for th
e possibility in its 

files, if not its investigetion7for the possibility there mi
ght be "other suspects"- 

eiele,' 
even IT  it didn't seek or want them? 

This is true impartiality, real integrity of eu.pose end incorrup-kgibility 

of practise, a fitting monument to the sanpity of emericen lo
w and justice when a 

President is murdered: 

The file may have been empty, as the Report is, but the e;ommi
ssiion was 

not without understanding that there might be "other suspects
", just es it was 

not without knowledge of "other threats". 

It is not poeeible to eveluate the size sxtidxa: 	rkIsl
a of tie various 

Loreethe_investigetion behind each. 

categories of this "Investigation And Evidence" series of fi
les for the bulk 

of the parts is unknown. 't is, however, possible to indicat
e the focus end 

-wapitis emphasis. Ell of it is aimed at Oswald, in oneeyereell
-inori, "Evidence 

Against Lee Harvey Oswald" has 18 of the 29 marts divisions. 

And tt 	we know he was not prejudged, that the investi
gation was 

honest and without preconcpetions, as theaommission's defend
ers swear, 
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and that the mudder of President John F. Kennedy was fairly approached and 

honestly "solved". 

Extra space 

rom the time I enslyzed the ;pert, prior to the availability of the 

26 volumes of printed date euphemistically but inec.uretely described as the 

CL _ 
"evidence" upon which ihia-44sportt was based, there never we= eny doubt in my mind 

that the Report was whet it was intended eft to be, least unpleasantly and unacceptably 

44asof described as e "whitewash", which explains the title of this series of books 

that are my own "Report On The Warren Report". , 
v/405/ 	 .12--ks-  • :• 	- 

What I did not then expect to find aiipernow, after g* this long end 

Yi:/.11‘,11ALL 1(. 
painful wort has subjected me to, still shocks me, is the bilawaximIxfaix 

recipe for thids  whitewash that is called the Commission's "file classification". 

There is no secret ingredient, as there is no disguise it it. The official and public 

pretense is entirely tans** absent. This is the bilaprist recipe for a "get Oswald" 

whitewash, a prescription that behind the scenes eliminated every other possibility 

or consideration, as haprened in the hearings and was formalized in the .fleport. 

(0;' 
The Commission never wanted or intended say other "solution",/ never con- 

sewed, any,  end did what was reauired to make this as aeoeptable as it could and 

prevent any alterative. 

/1 
Perhaps we may never know we is buried in those 300 cubic feet o 

literary quicksand in the iietienal Archives, for that is an enormous swamp to oft4,de 

t-t! 
da-umirr-.- I do know that I em the only one of those •totiailiastil published books on 

\plumbed/ 
this subject to haveesearched it with care and pain and to have published whet 

came up. At the time of the second book in this series, WHITEWASH II: THE FBI-SECRET 

SERVICE COVEPUP, I anr.ounced Se_the third warmasi 	 ARCHIVE. At that time, 

the end of "overeber 1966, I anticipated that what I had by then edged to my files 

could be containee in a single Ilaweee book, a bock that would be a sort of apeendix 

with notes. As my work continued, this became a mechanical end a fincial impossibility_ 

Even then, new goverhment adt ionsjthe int,grity end legality of which were at 
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best questlionable,presege/the need to include materiel other than in the 

ConEission's own files, to which analysis would have to be added. 

Yrom this tor rather large file of the extensive investigation i have 

,personally conducted, - have already corepleted and published two books, PHOTOGRAPHIC 

WHITEWASH and*NALD IN NEW ORLEANS. If the-fappendiXprepared for the momom 
t4; 

later book ean2:14--published 	now exceeds my financial capacity - it alone is 

more than 30:: pages of largely:, once-secret documents. Inclusion of it in 'Ile 

pocket-sized edition of that bo-k would have taxed .t.he advanced printing technology 

and made on encopaedia-size volume in a much higher price range. 

By normal literary and publishing standard; whet I include in the current 

books should be at least two, with whet goat directly relates to the eutopsyjthe 

wounds and the medical evidence a sbperate one. But that,:exceeds our physical 

and financial capacities. 	are but two people,04 without resources or subsidy of 

any kind. unknown and unfelt by those professional lickspittles to whom the hictest 

dedication is a misapplied tongue and the lowest crime the quest fo:.  truth when a 
pain/ 

resident is murdered, is the *ticsisagaisia. that turns to numbness with the pervading 

Maligna fatigue of body and anguish of mind that are the lot of the writer who 

applies himself to this awful subject for the thousands and thousands of hours 

required for the acquisition and recording of .nowledge and then Beesthe hideous 

reality he must never let out of his mind if he is to write it and cannot abide 

the horror of living Iiith it. 

If it is not lived with, it cannot be conceived, especially not by those 

whose reclines are more. lingual than emotional or intellectual, who are not 
captive of 
ixTmitmnEdxby this linchpin to misery as endless at the 

But there must be an and to ouch oriting, which is an unendurable as it 

is indescribable to ti\ose who t.ave not lived with its sickening realities. 

It is for this reason, to reach ank end and go cn to other things, tLiat 

this book is not patterned on the normal literary concepts, lacks, perhaps, the 

unity its restriction to a single aspect or closely related phases woul,i help 

eahiette. 
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Those many faithful who have followed this :ritinE anu thus helped it 

will understand en5 I believei tolerate a departure from literary niceties. Other , 
I hope will tolerate itr if they do not understand it end what compels it. 

Ibis is not to soy that I will write no more on anything related to 

the assassination and its official investigation, for two more books are roaseerched 

end Tar their writing started. It is, however, an expression o the sincere hope 

that with this book I can, without further imvpovisationjOr. leave this aspect, the 

unhep lest, and with it the gleat,:st intimacy with the failing of libiesmibty- s-' 
society, the deceit) of govrnment and so many in it, and the wretchedness of 

the detail of the dubious inquest with which e-erx.lio man who would have been a 

great President was sent into history, his grave publicly tended snd honored, 

his principles, ambitions and life dishonored as they were abandoned. 

It is, I think, as appropriate as it is unavoidable that the wetahed 

official actions tnet-nre spawned by those-already in this swamp come first. 

Nyattetown, 	August 28, 190 


